I would like to thank each of you for being here. Because you are here, I believe your commitment to professional development schools goes as deeply as mine. You are here because you believe in the work, you understand its impact, and you want to continue to move it forward. Many of you, too, are here to learn, reflect, and grow. Whatever your reason for being here, I know that we are all here because we truly know that the best way to improve teaching and learning and so ensure success for all students is through the collaborative work that we do in professional development schools.

From the Fine-Dining Experience to the After-Dining Dance Experience

If you were at the 2008 PDS national conference, you learned from my esteemed colleagues, Drs. Brindley, Field, and Lessen, that the essentials of professional development schools are like a fine-dining experience. I would like to take you beyond the fine-dining experience to the after-dining dance experience.

Dancing With the Stars

While Dancing With the Stars often shares the background of the dancers and shows some of the preparation that goes into the dances, it does not always give viewers the background of the dances being danced. Many of us are never knowledgeable about where dances came from or how they began. I would like to provide some background for a dance that can be very important to all of us—the tango.

Tango 101 Basics

The tango has its origins in Spain and Morocco and was brought to the Western hemisphere by early settlers. At one time, the tango was a solo dance but later evolved into a dance of one or two couples walking together. Over time, the tango became a dance that required more than walking together—additions to the dance included rock turns, links, and dips. The gauchos of Argentina and local Argentinean women added flair to the tango. The gauchos danced with bent knees because their chaps had hardened from the sweat of the horses they rode. Women danced with their heads held back as the gauchos had not showered and this head-back stance was more for survival during the dance rather than style. The right hands of the women were kept low on the gauchos' left hips in order to keep close to pockets to look for payment when the dance was over. From the early styles of the tango, many other styles evolved, including an Americanized version. In this version, there is a basic step, the tango-8 count, which has five steps counted that add up to a total of eight counts: slow, slow, quick, quick, slow. While this certainly is not all there is to know about the tango, I hope these tango basics have begun to lead you to see what I see—a connection to the dance we do, the PDS tango.

The PDS Tango

As I see it, the tango reflects our work in PDSs in many ways. At one time, teacher preparation was very much a solo dance. There often was just one student teacher in a school—in for a brief placement and then gone. The student teacher danced in isolation, with a cooperating
teacher and university supervisor also dancing in isolation. Each dancer danced to his or her own beat, did his or her own steps. We have moved beyond the solo dance in today's PDSs.

While the gauchos had knees bent because their chaps had hardened, thus limiting their movements, knees bent to me represent flexibility, something that is a must in PDSs. Without flexibility, the work we do is ineffective and without meaning. And let's face it, sometimes the work we do may smell more like an unbathed gaucho rather than a rose. Sometimes stakeholders are at odds, keeping their heads held back. But we continue to tango together through this and to face each other as we dance to ensure success for the PDS.

We all are trying to figure out how to get the money to pay for our dance. Oftentimes we look to dip into deep pockets for funding—sometimes openly and sometimes not so much! Single site or multisite, large or small, college or system—each brings its own flair to the dance floor, showing unique style while keeping the basic characteristics, or essentials, at the heart of the dance. The work we do in PDSs often follows the same step pattern as the tango: slow, slow, quick, quick, slow. We know to move slowly as we begin our work together. As we work, we then build momentum, and we are ready for the quick step. But a time comes for reframing and refocusing, as a PDS is in its more established years . . . that is the time for us to bring the slow step back in to our PDS tango; then, we bring in the quick step again, as we are rejuvenated.

**Who Is Involved in the PDS Tango?**

On *Dancing With the Stars*, we are led to focus on those dancing the tango. But aren't there more than just two stakeholders involved in the dance? What about choreographers, musicians, costumers, and lighting crews? And isn't this true for the work we do in professional development schools? The work we do is not about an intern and mentor; it is not about a school and university program; nor is it about a college and a school system. There are many stakeholders involved, and we do know that it takes more than two to dance the PDS tango.

**The Nine Essentials of a PDS**

In 2007, the nine essentials of a PDS were developed. The essentials were agreed upon by a diverse group of stakeholders, or choreographers, whose goal it was to help guide us on the dance floor while we are dancing the PDS tango. This group's purpose was not to set the dance for us but rather provide some basic steps that lead us to success. And when I say steps, I am not talking about steps that must be followed in a specified order to reach a goal but rather steps such as those in the tango that lead to beautiful collaboration among partners for success in the dance. With the guidance that the choreographers have provided with the essentials of our dance, it is time to look at each essential in a little more detail, through the eyes of one dance partner: the system representative.

**Essential 1**

*A comprehensive mission that is broader in its outreach and scope than the mission of any partner and that further the education profession and its responsibility to advance equity within schools and, by potential extension, the broader community.*

Because of our intense work in PDSs in the school system, the Professional Development Schools Program (PDSP) has a mission (Figure 1) that was developed collaboratively among stakeholders early on in the program's development.

This mission continues to guide the work that the program does to engage in and support PDSs in Howard County. Additionally, our PDSs have their own individual missions (Figure 2) that fit within the larger Howard County mission, and it is these individual missions that guide their tango.

Each mission statement was developed by stakeholders at the inception of the PDS. Stakeholders included teachers, paraeducators, parents, school-based administrators, system-based personnel, university faculty, and state department of education personnel. The missions of the schools, the system, and the university were recognized and infused to ensure that all partners could see themselves
The mission of PDSs in Howard County is to employ the collaborative resources of P-12 and higher education to:

- promote the achievement of rigorous standards by all students
- support high quality academic and clinical training for teacher candidates by providing intensive internship opportunities
- provide a powerful mechanism for the simultaneous renewal and professional development of P-12 and higher education faculties
- serve as centers for the identification and documentation of best practices in teaching and learning through inquiry, research and reflection
- support efforts to achieve the strategic goals of the school system’s strategic plan.

Figure 1. The Mission of the Professional Development Schools Program of the Howard County Public School System

Ellicott City PDS Triad:
The Mission of the Ellicott City PDS Triad is to develop, nurture, and support a collaborative teaching/learning environment for the continual improvement of all members of the PDS community.

HCPSS-UMBC PDS:
The PDS seeks to create a community of learners at all levels, bridge theory and practice, and create a school culture where inquiry, action research, and reflection are ongoing and aligned professional practices.

AHS-RHHS-WLMS-UMCP PDS:
The PDS is committed to a partnership that fosters professional growth, developed through critical and creative thinking, reflection and collaboration for the continued improvement of all stakeholders.

Figure 2. The Individual Mission of the Professional Development School Partners
reflected in the mission. The writing of a mission statement is an essential part of the work we do together; writing, reflecting, revisiting, and revising it together makes a PDS stronger. Most importantly, dancing the mission impacts the collaborative work happening in PDSs, thus enhancing teaching and learning.

Essential 2

A school–university culture committed to the preparation of future educators that embraces their active engagement in the school community.

For those of you who completed your teacher preparation program in a PDS, I hope you can understand how truly fortunate you are. You entered a school and were seen as a member of the staff and became part of the school community; you were involved in all aspects of the school—meetings, planning, and events; you learned quickly what it takes to start a school year and/or end a school year; and, above all else, you experienced life as a teacher. My student teaching experience, while good, can never compare to what PDS interns experience today. My 8-week student teaching experience began at a Howard County school on a Tuesday, during the 2nd week of school, at 10:00 in the morning—right in the middle of first-grade math. I had no involvement in the setup for the school year; I did not meet the students on the 1st day of school; I really had no interaction with staff. When I was hired by Howard County following my student teaching, I was split between two schools as a kindergarten teacher. This meant morning kindergarten in one school, a 20-minute drive at lunch, and afternoon kindergarten at another school. I had two classrooms to set up, with no previous experience doing so; 50-plus report cards to complete, with comments, not having observed this being done; 50-plus parent conferences to do having never participated in one. As a new teacher, I had to figure out routines, expectations, how to build relationships, and simply how to survive. While some of this is still new when an intern becomes a new hire in a school, because of the PDS experience, the intern has had the opportunity to experience much of this and comes into the 1st year of teaching better prepared and more knowledgeable than I was. Based on my own student teaching experience, I believe that it is essential for systems and universities to commit to a partnership that embodies collaboration in ideas and effort for the training of teacher candidates.

Intern engagement. PDS stakeholders need to engage interns in all opportunities that enrich their internship and provide them with "real teacher" experiences. This allows for their further growth as future educators. This is very important to school systems, as we want to hire candidates who can hit the dance floor ready to tango. Our goal is to hire the best and the brightest to ensure success for all students—we can reach that goal by working with our college partners to provide interns with experiences that allow them to be actively involved in the school community from day one of their internship. Unlike my student teaching experience, interns in Howard County are actively engaged in all aspects of a teacher’s professional life (Figure 3). We have worked together with our university partners to ensure that interns become part of the culture of the school and the school system through these opportunities. How do we do this in Howard County with our university partners? We rock turn, we dip, we walk, we lead, we follow. We do the PDS tango!

Essential 3

Ongoing and reciprocal professional development for all participants guided by need.

Those dancing the tango enhance their performance through continuous learning. The dancers learn from the choreographer and each other, develop with practice, and refine their dance based on their own expertise and audience response. The dancers do not learn the dance in just one session; practice, reflection, and feedback are keys to success in the tango. Engaging in these same things is essential for those involved in PDSs. Continuous learning for staff, whether preK–12 or university, is necessary to ensure success for all students, preK–20. Staff must engage in ongoing
professional development to enrich and enhance teaching and learning.

Professional development. Decisions about what professional development is needed must be collaboratively made. Professional development determined by PDS stakeholders becomes owned by them and more meaningful in effecting changes (Figure 4). Therefore, no one stakeholder or stakeholder group should presuppose what another needs or wants. At the system level, providing and supporting professional development in our PDSs is something on which we continue to work with stakeholders.

Essential 4

A shared commitment to innovative and reflective practice by all participants.

In a world that emphasizes the importance of test results, this part of the PDS tango is often filled with missteps. Encouraging teachers to allow interns to be innovative is part of the dance that trips up dancers when looking at assessed areas. Teachers feel the burden of accountability systems and want to hold fast to methods and strategies. Administrators often want teachers to hold firm to tried-and-true practices that have been proven effective. College faculty don’t want to cut in to the dance even though they know of or have themselves researched effective practices that can enhance instruction. While mentor teachers often want to allow interns to take a risk and try new things—and these teachers want to learn these things from the interns—they often shy away because they have seen the scores and they know what has been successful. A mentor teacher recently shared that she encourages risk taking and innovative teaching with her intern because it enables her students to grow further and because it allows her to learn and further develop as a teacher. But she also shared that there are times, especially prior to assessments, when she must take the lead and move forward with instructional strategies that have been proven effective. She is ultimately accountable for the learning in the classroom and for the test scores. This part of the PDS tango is rich in dips and turns. Bringing stakeholders together to commit to innovative and reflective practice is essential to the success of
a PDS. But we know that we need to respect the pressures that schools feel to meet rigorous performance standards. We hope, though, that stakeholders will come to mutually beneficial agreements and understandings to innovate and promote practices that ensure success for all students.

**Essential 5**

*Engagement in and public sharing of the results of deliberate investigations of practice by respective participants.*

Why dance the tango in private when having an audience is much more rewarding? Isn’t it always great to receive feedback from others—whether it comes from the judges rating the dance or from the audience members offering their praise and applause? It is so important to the work we do to share with others. In order to develop, grow, and succeed, we need to share with other dancers—we need to receive their feedback for our tango to improve what we do. Sharing publicly is an important aspect of the work we do in PDSs in our system and in the state of Maryland. PDS is mandated by the state, and because of this, we have much to share, and we have a strong desire to continue to learn from others, at all levels.

At last year’s PDS national conference, there were 38 presentations from Maryland. Almost half of those presentations included stakeholders from Howard County PDSs. Reporting results to the broader community is something to which we are obviously committed. HCPSS (Howard County Public School System) PDS stakeholders have also contributed to the broader PDS community through NAPDS (National Association for Professional Development Schools) in the association’s journal,
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**Figure 4. Creating Ownership in Professional Development**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Development Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural proficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culturally responsive teaching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Data analysis                       |
| Classroom management                |
| Six Traits of Writing               |
| Algebraic thinking                  |
| High leverage strategies            |
| Arts integration                    |
| Differentiation                     |
| Autism and Aspergers                |
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**Figure 5. Presenting Our Work Nationally**
School–University Partnerships, and newsletter, PDS Partners. Also, my participation as a member of the NAPDS Executive Council and Board of Directors has afforded our system and state to be engaged in sharing and reporting of effective PDS practices.

Many of our stakeholders also bring their PDS expertise to the greater educational community at other national conferences. They then bring back what they have learned; this enriches the tango of their PDS by bringing new flair into the dance.

In Maryland we have a statewide PDS network that facilitates reflection on and advancement of our work. Hybrid network meetings take place that allow us to share PDS practices with each other through the lens of Maryland’s Standards for Professional Development Schools. The network organizes a yearly conference at which many of our HCPSS stakeholders have presented, to grow and develop as educators and PDS professionals.

The PDSP publishes a bimonthly newsletter to highlight our PDSs and the work that is being done. Additionally, the meaningful work happening is reported in local newspapers and at school-based meetings. Our PDS tango is shared with stakeholders on many dance floors!

We truly see the value in reporting to others the work that is being done in our PDSs. By sharing with the broader community—whether it is the PDS local community, the state or national communities—we continue to advance the work. By learning from others engaged in the work, we are then engaged in continuous improvement of teaching and learning. Dancers of the tango do not perform for themselves; they perform to entertain others, to share something rich with the audience. We dance the PDS tango because we know it is the best way to train teachers, to improve teaching, and to enhance learning. The rich sharing that happens among PDS colleagues advances our work and enriches our tango.

**Essential 6**

*An articulation agreement developed by the respective participants delineating the roles and responsibilities of all involved.*

Just as music must be at the root of the tango for dancers, an articulation agreement must be at the root of PDSs for stakeholders. An articulation agreement is about knowing how we navigate our way on the dance floor, with knees bent, with pockets open while linking, dipping, and walking.

*Memorandum of understanding.* HCPSS has an articulation agreement, or memorandum of understanding (MOU), with each of our college partners. With these partners, we have agreed to MOUs that include five primary goals (Figure 8). These goals serve as a part of the map of the PDS tango.

At one time, we delineated specific schools and programs in MOUs. We have moved away from this as we now recognize that there are times when changes in schools or programs might be in the best interest of all stakeholders. Changes occur for a variety of reasons, and because of this, we look at our MOUs as agreements between the system and the university, not between specific schools and programs. MOU decisions and agreements include many—college presidents, the superintendent, deans, provosts, lawyers, system reps, department chairs, administrators, directors, and others. Many dancers on the dance floor together working towards tangoing in sync!

*MOU extensions.* An important aspect of the MOUs between Howard County and universities is that they spark greater collaborative
endeavors between partners. A partnership in support of our system’s teacher academies developed as a result of PDS relationships. Teacher academies enable students to begin their teacher preparation program while still in high school. Because of the enriched partnership between the system, the local community college, and a PDS university partner, students may receive college credit for their teacher academy work and have the opportunity to earn scholarship money for college. Because of the relationships established through our PDS MOUs, the system and colleges have worked beyond the scope of teacher preparation and moved deeper into continuing professional development for staff. Cohort programs have been established for graduate and postgraduate work in many areas, including education leadership, early childhood, and STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics). Additionally, Howard County staff serve as adjunct faculty for these cohorts and other university programs, as delineated in our MOUs. Dipping, linking, counting steps... an articulation agreement maps out the dance for all stakeholders while still allowing for the flair and style of each to stand out.

**Essential 7**

* A structure that allows all participants a forum for ongoing governance, reflection, and collaboration.

There are many layers to the tango: The choreographer maps out the dance. The dancers dance through the steps. They need to work collaboratively to determine when they will turn, link, and dip. Others come into this to offer their expertise and guidance: The costumer determines how the costumes enhance the dance; the lighting crew ensures that the lights hide flaws; musicians provide music that allows for the dance to flow. All bring expertise to the dance to ensure its success. The governance structure in a PDS brings experts together for collaboration to ensure success of the PDS. Multiple perspectives are brought for broader representation and so that decision making can happen for the greater good. A PDS is not a solo dance as the tango once was; it is about col-
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**MOU Goals**

- Culturally diverse settings and exceptional learners
- Professional standards
- Representation
- Placements
- Reporting and evaluation

Figure 8. The Goals of a Memorandum of Understanding
laborative efforts to achieve collective goals. In Howard County we have various structures in place that facilitate reflection and collaboration for continuous PDS decision making, problem solving, and improvement (Figure 9). At the PDS site level, we have two governance structures: the Management Team and the Steering Committee.

**Management Team.** The Management Team meets because there are times when discussions should not be left to an open forum, times when discretion is needed. This team provides a safe environment for important discussions—and sometimes difficult discussions—to occur. This smaller group of stakeholders works collaboratively to determine what decisions can and should be brought to the broader governance structure, the Steering Committee.

**Steering Committee.** In our system, we look to encourage participation on steering committees as suggested in the Maryland PDS Implementation Manual. As such, participants include a wide range of stakeholders. Agendas for these meetings are collaboratively developed. Steering committees encourage active participation by all members. We look to establish that all members have an equal voice: No one has a larger voice than another; no one stakeholder leads while the others simply follow. Dancers work together to continue the dance to flow.

**Coordinators’ Council.** Another important structure in place that has led to the success of PDSs in Howard County is what we refer to as the Coordinators’ Council. Such meetings are facilitated by the PDSP for our university liaisons and state department colleagues. Networking takes place in this group, thus allowing for furthering the collaborative goals of enhanced teaching and learning for all, preK–20. We are able to provide professional development to this group related to Howard County high-leverage

![Figure 9. The Multiple Roles of the Professional Development School Stakeholders](image-url)
strategies and initiatives. This time together also allows for discussions related to successes, needs, and issues in our PDSs. We consider this an important component in the overall governance structure of Howard County PDSs.

Dancers must work collaboratively in order to be successful in their tango. PDS stakeholders must do the same. While we once had different dance floors on which to dance, the PDS is now the common link between each dance floor. PDSs need structures that allow for continued guidance and reflection so that all stakeholders know when it’s time to dip or link and so that all stakeholders have a voice when the time is right for each to happen.

**Essential 8**

*Work by college/university faculty and preK–12 faculty in formal roles across institutional settings.*

It is very important for those involved in the tango to know and understand who assumes which role. Imagine a tango where no roles have been established. What would this look like? Would dancers play the music? Would the costumer handle the lights? Would the musicians serve as choreographers? While each may have skills in these other areas, the formal role is not a match to the area of expertise for each tango stakeholder. Formal roles are an integral part to the continued development and growth of PDSs. We need to know these roles exist and who assumes each role. It is important to match roles with the expertise and strength of stakeholders in order to ensure success of the PDS.

*Formal and informal PDS roles.* The formal roles I’ve played in PDSs have spanned from very localized (my own classroom) to vast (NAPDS; Figure 10). Each came with a set of specific responsibilities that enabled me to understand the expectations. This provided a definition of the roles for stakeholders and for me.

While we know that it takes more than two to dance the PDS tango, we also know that sometimes dancers assume more than one role in the dance. Sometimes PDS tangoers are engaged in more than one formal role at a
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**Figure 10.** The Tapestry of Partnership Work
time, while others have held multiple roles in
the tango over time. What is most important
is that the roles are delineated and defined for
all stakeholders and that those in these roles
continue the tango to fulfill the mission of the
PDS. In addition to formal roles in a PDS, in-
formal roles also exist. They are a natural part
of any body of work. The importance and rele-
vance of informal roles varies in PDSs. It is
important to take notice of these—some infor-
mal roles may need to be discussed as ones to
become formal roles. Others will continue on
an as-needed basis. Either way, we know that
the informal roles that evolve are often as im-
portant as the formal roles in a PDS.

Roles will vary in name and definition
from PDS to PDS. We’ve learned that there
are various styles of the tango—the same can
be said for the roles in a PDS. What is impor-
tant is that just as the various styles of the
tango can be stated and described, the various
PDS roles can be named and defined. The
PDS tango cannot advance if we are not clear
on who does what!

Essential 9

Dedicated and shared resources and formal re-
wards and recognition structures.

When dancing with the gauchos, why did
women keep their hands close to the pocket of
the gaucho? To ensure they received payment
for the dance. Were they not looking for ded-
icated resources available to support their
work? They absolutely were! So how do we
dedicate resources to our PDS tango? It takes a
great deal of dancing. There is much give-and-
take between and among stakeholders. PDSs
continue to strive to bring the best resources
from all in order to better support and enrich
the PDS.

Resources. We have university partners
who are able to provide many resources to
Howard County PDSs. Some are able to pro-
vide the PDSP with space to hold large train-
ings or meetings; other partners support uni-
versity faculty in working with staff to enhance
instruction or in providing professional devel-
opment based on articulated needs. As a sys-
tem, we provide what we hope are quality ex-
periences for interns in schools rich in teach-
ing and learning. We help to recruit school-
based and central-office experts to present to
interns during seminars. We include college
faculty and interns in all professional develop-
ment opportunities afforded by schools and the
system. We, too, are often able to provide space
in schools for university courses and space in
system buildings for meetings and trainings.
All stakeholders look to provide and support
resources in many forms—space, human, mate-
rial. But what is the first thing we all always
wonder about or ask about?

Money provides us with opportunities to
honor those engaged in the work, purchase
needed resources, and support ongoing profes-
sional development to further the professional
growth of stakeholders. We are incredibly for-
tunate in Howard County to have a specified
budget from the Board of Education for the
PDSP. The money provided by our Board of
Education enables the PDSP to offer a small
budget to each of our PDSs. This budget is used
for school improvement-based professional de-
velopment, mentor and site liaison stipends,
and resources to support instruction in the
PDS. Our college partners have also provided
monetary resources, for which we are so grate-
ful. Universities have supported their PDS
partnerships by purchasing resources to support
initiatives, by providing funds to support stake-
holder conference participation, paying con-
sulting fees to have experts work with school-
based staff, and honoring the work being done
with stipends and tokens. Unfortunately, to-
day’s economy has had a significant impact on
our college partners. Funding sources are lim-
ited, thus altering the ways in which they can
support PDSs. We know their support is still
present and is still strong; it simply looks differ-
ent with limited funds. And while our pro-
gram’s budget for the current school year is still
intact, it has been necessary for us to set guide-
lines on the ways in which the budgets can be
utilized. As we move to the coming school
year, we do not yet know if or how our budget
will continue. Through this, though, we con-
tinue to tango on with our partners.
More Dancing With the Stars

What do the participants get for dancing on Dancing With the Stars? For some stars, it is recognition and the return to the limelight, a way to get their names out to the public again. For others, it is the opportunity to showcase a skill that many did not know they had. And yet for others, it is the reward of being the champion and the recipient of the disco ball trophy!

System Stakeholder Recognition

As a system, we acknowledge those in our PDSs, not with disco ball trophies, but in ways that are meaningful to stakeholders. Mentors can qualify for continuing professional development credits. These credits may be applied to recertification in Maryland. Many of our principals acknowledge involvement in the PDS through the inclusion of PDS objectives as part of the yearly evaluation for staff members. Our PDSs build leadership capacity. Many stakeholders have been recognized through expanded leadership roles because of the experience gained through PDSs. While these are not the only ways in which we recognize stakeholders, they are ways in which money is not a factor. Finding ways to support, acknowledge, and reward stakeholders is often challenging, but it is most certainly possible. We need to use forums such as this conference and the NAPDS journal and newsletter to share how we recognize stakeholders. Let's acknowledge this work across the broader PDS community . . . let's recognize stakeholders and put them in the PDS tango limelight!

Why Dance the PDS Tango?

So knowing it is essential for us to work together, why dance the PDS tango? We have seen that through our PDSs, the quality of teacher education and preparation is greatly improved—I see that personally when I compare my student teaching experience to that of PDS interns today. The dance between school system and universities is powerful. There is greater cultural understanding between institutions today. We now have meaningful collaboration because of our PDSs; we no longer work in isolation or dance solo. Because of the PDS, in-service staff—at the system and university levels—become reflective practitioners, which leads to greater professional growth. New strategies are learned and employed to enhance instruction, thus better supporting preK–20 students.

From the Fine-Dining Experience to the After-Dining Dance Experience

As you move from your fine-dining experience to the after-dining dance experience, remember that the dance we do is not easy. It takes a great deal of turning, linking, and dipping. We strive to tango collaboratively but sometimes we trip up in the dance:

No mistakes in the tango. Simple. That's what makes the tango so great. If you make a mistake, get tangled up, you just tango on. —Al Pacino, as Colonel Frank Slade in Scent of a Woman, 1992

I encourage you to tango on; don't worry about mistakes and missteps. Learn from them and keep dancing. Remember, it does take more than two to dance the PDS tango and that it is truly essential that we work together. Why? The PDS tango is not done for us. Students are our measure of success. They are the disco ball trophy for which we all tango.

Donna Culan serves as the facilitator for the Howard County Public School System Professional Development Schools Program, which supports 17 professional development schools in more than 40 county schools. Before she assumed this position, her roles included teacher, gifted education specialist, and university lecturer. Donna served on the Board of Directors for the National Association for Professional Development Schools and is currently the association's president-elect.